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peaks corresponding to alpha energies of 5.8 MeV,
6.3 MeV, 7.1 MeV and 8.4 MeV emitted by the Th229 source. In the 2nd case, in the spectrum obtained
from the FP sampling in a calibration chamber with
thoron source, two distinct peaks with long tail were
observed at energies about 6.2 MeV and 8.8 MeV
instead of three peaks as shown in Fig 2 (c). The
peak due to 6.78 MeV energy may have merged with
the 6.29 MeV energy peak since energy difference
between them is very less and the sampling was
carried out in air. The long decay tail of the peaks is
due to the energy degrade of the alpha particles while
passing through the air [3].
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The well resolved alpha peaks in air using the Si
detector demonstrates its application for suitable
222
Rn/220Rn progeny monitor.
In the present exposure condition, the
integrated counts per second (CPS) under the 6.2
MeV and 8.8 MeV peaks were found to be 15.36 and
25.24 respectively after a delay time of 15 minutes.
By repeating this experiment with varying known
concentration of thoron progeny and analyzing the
integrated counts under these 2 peaks a calibration
factor could be established. This calibration factor
will be used to calculate the unknown progeny
concentration. The uncertainty in the measurement of
progeny concentration will be less as the detector
efficiency is very high. This monitor will be very
useful where instantaneous measurement of progeny
concentration is required.
Conclusion
Towards the development of an online 222Rn/220Rn
progeny monitor, a prototype monitor was designed
using alpha spectroscopy technique. The response of
the monitor was tested using a standard source of
known activity and then the monitor was tested in a
normal environment simulated inside a calibration
chamber. The spectrum showed well resolved peaks
and by analyzing the integral counts under these
peaks with varying known progeny concentrations a
calibration factor could be established. This monitor
will serve as a fast measurement technique of
222
Rn/220Rn progeny concentration.
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